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Today’s talk

1. Considerations about transparency of EML selection by 
building on decision-making frameworks

2. Opportunities for how transparency may ensure integrity 
of the selection and how we can learn from other 
disciplines



Background

• We submitted an application for inclusion of new oral 
anticoagulants (direct oral anticoagulants/DOACs) in WHO EML 
2015 – rejected: need in LMIC? Cost differential to alternatives 
(warfarin)?

• Higher cost medicines such as direct acting antivirals for hepatitis 
C are included, but cancer medicines of similar cost have not been 
included



Concerns about the EML – use of 
evidence and reporting

1) Search strategy, reasons for inclusion or exclusion of 
data

2) Target population, comparison groups, and outcomes 
of interest

3) Quantitative summaries of overall treatment effects for 
each comparison and outcome

4) Quality of supporting evidence

5) Conflicts of interest: reporting and management

Barbui & Purgato, 2014



Criticism of the EML 
process



So how can one efficiently …

a) enhance the transparency in how medicines are included in 
the EML? 

b) describe and manage any potential biases (including conflicts) 
that could influence the process?

c) foster practical use of the EML in settings different income 
settings and legal frameworks? 

d) increase the efficiency in the preparation of applications?

2021 anti-PD1 inhibitor application from ESMO 
used a non-systematic summary of the evidence -

a Cochrane review on the exact same question 
was published Dec. 2020 – the month the 

application was submitted



A striking similarity to …
Practice guidelines and their history at WHO and other decision 
makers in health



Learn from guideline science

The process from prioritization to a 
recommendation and decision is now largely 
transparent and “reproducible”



GRADE Working 
Group DECIDE project 
2011 – 2015 with 
WHO, NICE &  
partners

Evidence to decision frameworks to enhance 
transparency of the process and decision … also 
for the EML



Original EtD Framework (allows tailoring)



Discuss evidence



Add relevant considerations



Make judgments



Make judgments
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Problem Priority
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Piggott et al., 2023



2021 EML Applications



Question
• Details – PICO Subgroups

• Background and conflicts of interest

Assessment
• Criteria

• Judgements

• Research evidence (HTA and Systematic Reviews)

• Additional considerations

Conclusions
• Type of decision - recommendation

• Justification

• Implementation considerations - monitoring and evaluation

• Research considerations

Presentation
• Group meeting processes & informing coverage decisions

• Database of decision frameworks

• Decision Aids, apps

GRADE interactive Evidence to Decision Frameworks

BMJ, JCE, IJHTA, HARPS, 2016-23



https://covid19.recmap.org/



https://who.tuberculosis.recmap.org/

https://who.covid19.recmap.org/
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Key visions for enhancing EML transparency
1. Improve the quality and evaluation of applications → EtD framework like 

process for all applications, rapid updating, cost-considerations?

2. Is it time to re-assess 2001 criteria for decision making (EB109/8): missing 

equity and feasibility (availability)?

3. Work with medicine funders to align financing with EML decision-making?
- Move from comparative cost-effectiveness medication classes to affordability of medicines?

4. Strengthen the link with WHO guidelines and other norms and standards 

products → increase efficiency as there is much work to do

5. Work with the evidence-informed policy making to ensure essential medicine 

list decisions are translated into political priorities and policy decisions directly 

and indirectly

6. Improve dissemination and capacity building for both WHO and national 

EMLs 



Summary

Little justification to do less than is demanded 
from guideline recommendations

- with regards to evidence to decision process, engagement 
and transparency to achieve integrity of the list

- consider the visions over the next days
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In the meantime…

Examples of synergy between different decision-making bodies 
taught us how to enhance related processes:

Estonia national guideline making conditional recommendation for 
DOACs in atrial fibrillation – cost too high for strong recommendation 
based on systematic review and HTA

Price negotiations with Estonian Health Insurance Fund –
manufacturer lowering price → strong recommendation

And, our repeat submission to the 2019 EML (directly based on our 
guideline with decision-making support) → Listing of DOACs, the 
evidence accumulated 

- but did not change dramatically in terms of cost or need in LMIC



Evidence to Decision Criteria:

Different types of decisions


